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Abstract
With biological sciences such as taxonomy, cladistics and phylogeny as a background, the prin-
ciple of maximum parsimony also called Wagner Parsimony has been mathematically formulated
and then a mathematical and algorithmic theory has been developing. Recently, a clear method
for the character-state minimization problem called the First Most-Parsimonious Reconstruction
(MPR) Problem under linearly ordered character-states has been presented by Hanazawa et al.
(Appl. Math. 56 (1995) 245–265), Narushima and Hanazawa (Discrete Appl. Math. 80 (1997)
231–238). From a phylogenetic point of view, Minaka (Forma 8 (1993) 277–296) has introduced
two partial orderings on the set of MPRs to investigate the relationships among the MPRs. One
is the usual ordering, and the other is a partial ordering that depends on a state of a speci7ed
root of a given el-tree, which is called a (r)-version ordering. In this paper, the following three
theorems on MPR-posets induced by these orderings are shown: (1) a usual MPR-poset is a
complete distributive lattice, (2) a (r)-version MPR-poset is a lower-complete semi-lattice, (3)
any interval poset of a (r)-version MPR-poset is a complete distributive lattice. Some possible
applications and meanings of the theorems are also mentioned.
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1. Introduction
With biological sciences such as taxonomy, cladistics and phylogeny as a back-
ground, the principle of maximum parsimony also called Wagner Parsimony has been
mathematically formulated and then a mathematical and algorithmic theory has been
developing. The principle assumes that the total amount of evolutionary changes is
globally minimized. The minimization problem and related problems have been called
the Most-Parsimonious Reconstruction (abbreviated to MPR) Problems in phylogeny.
In Narushima [7], the MPR Problems are classi7ed into two kinds of topics. One
is called the First MPR Problem “given a phylogenetic tree with the external nodes
(which express the operational taxonomic units, that is, the taxonomic units which
one can really observe their characteristic states) of which characters are stated, 7nd
an assignment of character-states to all internal nodes (which express the hypothetical
taxonomic units, that is, the hypothetical branching points in an evolutional tree) of the
tree, so as to minimize the length (the total amount of evolutionary changes) of the
tree.” This is also known as “the character-state minimization.” The other is the Second
MPR Problem (or the Wagner Tree Problem) “given a set of operational taxonomic
units of which characters are stated, 7nd a phylogenetic tree with the set as the external
nodes, and simultaneously an assignment of character-states to all internal nodes of the
tree, so as to minimize the length of the tree.” Such an optimal phylogenetic tree is
called a Wagner tree. Both problems described above originate in Farris [2].
A series of papers [2–6,8–11,13] have discussed the First MPR Problem under lin-
early ordered character-states and developed a mathematical theory for the subject.
Farris [2] has dealt with the subject from an algorithmic point of view and presented
an algorithm for the problem without the proof of its validity. SwoHord and Maddison
[13] have proved the validity of the Farris Algorithm, with a more rigid formulation
for the problem on completely bifurcating phylogenetic trees. The paper [13] contains
many important results, but it seems to be a little complicated mathematically, and
it was a problem that the key operation called a state set operation in [13] is not
associative.
Hanazawa et al. [3] have mathematically formulated the problem and the related
problems with a generalization to any tree called an el-tree, and presented clear algo-
rithms for solving the problems by introducing the concept of median interval obtained
from sorting the endpoints of closed intervals. In [3], the state set operation in [13] has
been clari7ed by the concept of median interval which is a generalization of the Farris
interval and the MPR-set in [13], and then with an explicit recursive formulation, the
method of Farris et al. has been smoothly generalized. Furthermore, Narushima and
Hanazawa [9] have presented a linear time algorithm to obtain the MPR-sets. Each
MPR-set is the set of character-states that may be assigned to a node in at least one
MPR. The computational complexity analysis of the algorithms in [3,9] is based on
the selection algorithm called PICK by Blum et al. [1], of which time complexity is
linear. The results in [3,9] are fundamental in our theory which has been developing.
On the other hand, noting that generally a phylogenetic tree has more than one
MPR, SwoHord and Maddison [13] have de7ned more explicitly the ACCTRAN re-
construction which originated with Farris [2], which is phylogenetically considered a
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more meaningful one of the many possible MPRs. The name “ACCTRAN” results
from “accelerated transformation”, which means that character state changes are accel-
erated as far as possible with respect to the speci7c root; this property is reIected in
reversals of earlier changes in the same lineage than in parallel changes in diHerent
lineages (see [13]). Then Minaka [4] has introduced the usual partial ordering on the
set of all possible MPRs on a phylogenetic tree, in order to investigate the relationships
among the MPRs. The partially ordered set is called a MPR-poset or Minaka poset.
In the framework based on the method of Hanazawa and Narushima, Narushima and
Misheva [11] have re7ned and generalized the ACCTRAN, and also the MPR-poset.
Then two theorems on characteristics of ACCTRANs have been given. One (which
may be called The First Theorem on ACCTRAN) shows that the ACCTRAN on a
rooted el-tree is the unique MPR on the tree for which the lengths of all subtrees
are minimized, that is, the subtree-complete maximum-parsimonity of ACCTRANs.
Another states some conditions for the ACCTRAN to be the greatest element in the
MPR-poset, motivated by a problem in Minaka [4] “where the ACCTRAN is located in
the MPR-poset.” Furthermore, Narushima [8] shows another essential theorem (which
may be called The Second Theorem on ACCTRAN), that is, the extremal property
of ACCTRAN reconstructions, and then one of previous results by Narushima and
Misheva [11] is derived from the theorem. For the more meanings of MPR problems
in phylogeny, the reader may refer to [13,14].
We are now ready to describe the outline of this paper. From a phylogenetic point of
view, Minaka [5] has introduced a new partial ordering on the MPRs, which depends
on the character-state of a speci7ed root of a given el-tree. The partial ordering is
called “be ancestral to” in [5]. In Section 3, we 7rst give the mathematical formulation
of the ordering stated in [5], which we call a (r)-version ordering, and have a new
partially ordered set induced by the ordering, which we call a (r)-version MPR-poset.
We call the previous MPR-poset by the usual MPR-poset to avoid ambiguity. Then
we have some lattice-theoretic discussions in preparation for the main Section 4 in this
paper. Note that in this paper, the set  of linearly ordered character-states is the set
R of real numbers, because we discuss the completeness of MPR-posets. In Section
4, we show the three main theorems. The 7rst shows that a usual MPR-poset is a
complete distributive lattice. The second shows that a (r)-version MPR-poset is a
lower-complete semi-lattice. The third shows that any interval poset of a (r)-version
MPR-poset is a complete distributive lattice. In Section 5, we discuss and mention
some possible directions for applications of the theorems. One is from an algorithmic
point of view and another is from a phylogenetic point of view.
2. Preliminaries
We use the notation in [3,8,9,11]. In this paper, let the set  of linearly ordered
character-states be the set R of real numbers. Let n denote the n-dimensional Cartesian
product of . Let T = (V; E; ) be any undirected simple tree whose endnodes are
evaluated by a weight function  : VO → n, which is called a multi-character state
function, where V is the set of nodes, VO is the set of endnodes, VH is the set of
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internal nodes, and E is the set of branches. Note that VO ∪ VH = V and VO ∩ VH = ∅.
We call this tree an el-tree. For an el-tree T , a reconstruction  on T is an assignment
 :V → n such that |VO (the restriction of  to VO) =, where (u) is called a state
of u under . For each node v and each i (16 i6 n), we denote the i-th component
of (v) by i(v). For each branch e in E of an el-tree T with a reconstruction ,
we de7ne the length l(e) of branch e = {u; v} by ∑ni=1 |i(u) − i(v)|, which is said
to be the Manhattan distance or the rectilinear distance. The length L(T |) of an
el-tree T under the reconstruction  is the sum of the lengths of the branches. That is,
L(T |) =∑e∈E l(e). Then we de7ne the minimum length L∗(T ) of T by
L∗(T ) = min{L(T |) |  is a reconstruction on T}:
Note that L∗(T ) is well-de7ned. A reconstruction  such that L(T |)=L∗(T ) is called
a most-parsimonious reconstruction (abbreviated to MPR) on T . Generally, an el-tree
T has more than one MPR. The following is one of the key concepts in the subject.
The set {(u) |  is an MPR on T} of states is called the MPR-set of a node u and
written as Su.
We here note the following important fact. Considering the de7nition of L(T |),
that is,
L(T |) =
∑
e∈E
l(e) =
n∑
i=1
∑
{u;v}∈E
|i(u)− i(v)|;
we see that this minimization allows us to treat each component (character) inde-
pendently. This independence among characters is indeed a crucial assumption of our
method. Therefore, hereafter, we treat only the single-character case for an el-tree.
For a given el-tree T = (V; E; ), a rooted el-tree T (r) is T which is rooted at any
element r in V . The rooted el-tree T (r) is simply written T if it is understood. The
parent–child relation {u; v} in E on a rooted el-tree T is denoted by u → v or p(v)=u,
which means u is the parent of v (or v is a child of u). For each u and v in V , u is
called an ancestor of v, written u ∗→ v, if there is a sequence of nodes u=u1; u2; : : : ; un=v
in V such that ui → ui+1 (16 i6 n − 1). In a rooted el-tree, there is only one node
without a parent, which is called the root, and a node without a child is called a leaf,
and then any node except the root and leaves is an internal node. For each u in V ,
we denote a subtree of a rooted el-tree T induced from a subset {u} ∪ {v∈V |u ∗→ v}
of V by Tu, where u is the root. If r is an endnode, i.e., r ∈VO and s is its unique
child, we denote the rooted el-tree T (r) by (Ts; r). In this case, the subtree Ts is called
the body of the tree T (r); otherwise, i.e., if r ∈VH , the body of T (r) is T (r) itself.
We denote the set {1; 2; : : : ; n} of n elements by [n]. Let ai (i∈ [2n]) be any elements
in , and be sorted in ascending order as follows:
x16 x26 · · ·6 xn6 xn+16 · · ·6 x2n:
Then we call xn and xn+1 the median two points of the numbers ai (i∈ [2n]), and
denote 〈xn; xn+1〉 by
med2〈a1; a2; : : : ; a2n〉 or med2〈ai: i∈ [2n]〉:
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We also call xn−1; xn; xn+1 and xn+2 the median four points of the numbers ai (i∈ [2n]),
and denote 〈xn−1; xn; xn+1; xn+2〉 by
med4〈a1; a2; : : : ; a2n〉 or med4〈ai: i∈ [2n]〉:
Let {Ii|i∈ [m]} be any family of closed intervals in . Then we denote the median
two points of all the endpoints of Ii (i∈ [m]) by
med2〈I1; I2; : : : ; Im〉 or med2〈Ii: i∈ [m]〉:
We also denote the median four points of all the endpoints of Ii (i∈ [m]) by
med4〈I1; I2; : : : ; Im〉 or med4〈Ii: i∈ [m]〉:
Let med2〈Ii: i∈ [m]〉= 〈x; y〉. Then we call the closed interval [x; y] in  the median
interval of Ii (i∈ [m]), which is the key concept in a series of our papers, and denote
it by
med〈I1; I2; : : : ; Im〉 or med〈Ii: i∈ [m]〉:
For each node u in the body of a rooted el-tree T , we assign a closed interval I(u) of
 recursively as follows:
I(u) =
{
[(u); (u)] if u is a leaf ;
med〈I(v) : u → v〉 otherwise:
This I(u) is called the characteristic interval of a node u, and so is I the characteristic
interval map on T .
We now restate some previous results which are particularly related to new results
stated later. The following is a qualitative expression of Theorem 1 (Theorem 3(ii))
in [3], which shows the necessary and suNcient condition for a reconstruction on T
to be an MPR on T . This theorem may be said to be the fundamental theorem on the
7rst MPR problem.
Theorem A. Let T be a rooted el-tree (Ts; r) and  be a reconstruction on T .  is an
MPR on T if and only if for any u∈VH , (u)∈med〈[(p(u)); (p(u))], I(v) : u → v〉,
where I is the characteristic interval map on T .
By using Theorem A, we can recursively obtain all MPRs on a given el-tree T . For
details see [3,9]. Then we denote the set of MPRs on an el-tree T by Rmp(T ). The
following is Corollary 5 in [3], which gives a characterization for each MPR-set.
Corollary B. Let u be any internal node of an el-tree T . Let I be the characteristic
interval map on a rooted el-tree T (u). Then I(u) is the MPR-set Su.
From Theorem A, we see that med〈[(p(u)); (p(u))]; I(v) : u → v〉 is the MPR-set
of node u under the restriction that an element (p(u)) in Sp(u) has been assigned to
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u’s parent p(u). We denote this subset of the MPR-set Su by Su | x. That is,
Su | x =med〈[x; x]; I(v) : u → v〉;
where x is an element in Sp(u).
The following is (a modi7ed) Theorem 1 in [9], which gives a recursive character-
ization for each MPR-set.
Theorem C. Let T be a rooted el-tree. Then each MPR-set Su for each internal node
u of T is recursively decided by
Su = [min(Su |min(Sp(u)));max(Su |max(Sp(u)))]:
The following (Lemma 1 in [9]) is very useful to investigate median intervals and
often used in our discussion.
Lemma D. Let a and bi (i∈ [2m]) be any elements in . Then
med2〈a; a; bi: i∈ [2m]〉=med2〈a; a;med4〈bi: i∈ [2m]〉〉:
The following (Lemma 1 in [11]) is the basic lemma on median operations, which
is often used implicitly and explicitly in later sections.
Lemma E. Let x be any element in . Let a; b; c and d be any elements in  such
that a6 b6 c6d. Then,
(1) median〈x; b; c〉=


b (x6 b)
x (b6 x6 c)
c (c6 x):
(2) med2〈x; x; a; b; c; d〉=


〈a; b〉 (x6 a)
〈x; b〉 (a6 x6 b)
〈x; x〉 (b6 x6 c)
〈c; x〉 (c6 x6d)
〈c; d〉 (d6 x):
We here show some examples for illustrating our previous results. Generally, Rmp(T )
is a subset of |V |-dimensional space R|V | of real numbers, which may be non-countable.
Therefore, in almost all examples showed in this paper,  is restricted to the set N of
integers. An el-tree T hereafter used, is shown in Fig. 1. Any MPR is characterized
by Theorem A and for =R, Rmp(T ) is shown in Fig. 2, which is illustrated under
the conditions: for any MPR  on T
(a) = (b); (c) = (g); (d) = (e); (f) = 6:
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Fig. 1. An undirected el-tree T .
Fig. 2. Rmp(T ) for  = R.
For  = N, all MPRs on T are recursively generated by the algorithm based on
Theorem A and shown in Table 1. Each MPR-set Su is also obtained recursively by
the Hanazawa–Narushima algorithm based on Theorem C and shown in Fig. 3. For
details on the computational complexity of the algorithms, see [3,9].
3. De!nitions of MPR-posets
First of all, recall that  is the set R of real numbers. Since the minimization of
a reconstruction  :V →  on an el-tree T = (V; E; ) is our center of interest, it is
suNcient for us to consider the range of  as a closed interval [min ;max ] (written
as  ) of . Therefore, we may think of the set { :V →  } of reconstructions on T
as the general framework of our subject. Let Rec(T ) denote the set { :V →  }. Then
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Table 1
Rmp(T ) for  = N
 u
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p
1 3 3 3 3 3 6 3 2 5 6 8 1 7 1 3 4
2 3 3 3 4 4 6 3 2 5 6 8 1 7 1 3 4
3 3 3 3 5 5 6 3 2 5 6 8 1 7 1 3 4
4 3 3 4 4 4 6 4 2 5 6 8 1 7 1 3 4
5 3 3 4 5 5 6 4 2 5 6 8 1 7 1 3 4
6 3 3 5 5 5 6 5 2 5 6 8 1 7 1 3 4
7 4 4 4 4 4 6 4 2 5 6 8 1 7 1 3 4
8 4 4 4 5 5 6 4 2 5 6 8 1 7 1 3 4
9 4 4 5 5 5 6 5 2 5 6 8 1 7 1 3 4
Fig. 3. All MPR-sets on T .
the usual ordering on Rec(T ) assigns 6 % precisely when (u)6 %(u) for all u in
V . We call (Rec(T );6) a REC-poset.
On the other hand, from a phylogenetic point of view, Minaka [4,5] has introduced
the two partial orderings on Rmp(T ) to investigate the relationships among MPRs.
One is the usual ordering and the other is a partial ordering that depends on a state of
a speci7ed root of a given el-tree.
We now give a mathematically explicit formulation for those partial orderings. Let
T be an el-tree. The usual MPR ordering 6 % is the usual ordering on the subset
Rmp(T ) of Rec(T ). Let T be a rooted el-tree (Ts; r). The (r)-version ordering on 
assigns a6(r) b precisely when (r)6 a6 b or (r)¿ a¿ b. Then the (r)-version
ordering on Rmp(T ) assigns 6(r) % precisely when (u)6(r) %(u) for all u in V .
(Rmp(T );6) is called a usual MPR-poset which is really an induced subposet of
(Rec(T );6), and (Rmp(T );6(r)) is called a (r)-version MPR-poset. Note that the
usual MPR-poset is uniquely de7ned for an el-tree, but the (r)-version MPR-poset,
depending on the character-state of a speci7ed root, is de7ned for each rooted el-tree.
Let us have some order-theoretic (or lattice-theoretic) discussions in preparation for
the main section in this paper. For any nonempty subset & of Rec(T ), we de7ne a
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reconstruction inf & on T by
inf &(u) = inf{(u)|∈&}
for any u in VH . Since  is a closed interval of R and (u)∈ (∈&; u∈V ), the
reconstruction inf & on T is well-de7ned and it is immediate from the de7nition that
inf& is really equal to the reconstruction inf (&) in the REC-poset (Rec(T );6), where
inf (&) denote the in7mum (or the greatest lower bound) of &, that is, the greatest
element of {'∈Rec(T ) | '6  for all ∈&}. The reconstruction sup& on T is also
well-de7ned by
sup&(u) = sup{(u)|∈&}
for any u in VH , and we see that the supremum (or the least upper bound) sup(&) of
& is in the REC-poset (Rec(T );6). When & consists of any two elements  and % in
Rec(T ), inf & is called the meet of  and % (written  ∧ %), and sup& is called the
join of  and % (written  ∨ %). Noting that
( ∧ %)(u) = min{(u); %(u)} and ( ∨ %)(u) = max{(u); %(u)}
where (u)6 %(u) or %(u)6 (u) for any u in V , we see easily that the distributive
laws on the lattice-theoretic operations ∧ and ∨ hold in (Rec(T );6). Therefore we
have the following.
Theorem F. Let T be an el-tree. Then the REC-poset (Rec(T );6) is a complete
distributive lattice.
One should here state the well-known theorem in lattice theory, which is very useful
in our later discussions. Let P be a poset with the in7mum inf (&) existing for any
nonempty subset & of P. Then P is said to be lower-complete. An upper-complete
poset is dually de7ned.
Theorem G. Let P be a lower-complete poset with a greatest element. Then P is a
complete lattice.
(Of course, dually an upper-complete poset with a least element is a complete
lattice.)
Note that (Rec(T );6) has the greatest element 1 (the least element 0) de7ned by
1(u) = max  (0(u) = min ) for all u in VH . Then from Theorem G we see that
the lower-completeness (upper-completeness) of (Rec(T );6) is suNcient to show
Theorem F.
At the start of investigating the completeness of MPR-posets and the distributivity,
that is, whether “an MPR-poset is a complete sublattice of the lattice (Rec(T );6) or
not”, in the main section, we 7rst restate the following which is Proposition 5 in [11].
Proposition H. Let T be an el-tree. Let max (min) denote a reconstruction  on T
such that (u) = max Su(min Su) for any internal node u. Then the reconstruction
max (min) on T is a greatest (least) element of the MPR-poset (Rmp(T );6).
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Fig. 4. Examples of (r)-version MPR-posets.
At the end of this section, some (r)-version MPR-posets for the el-tree T in
Fig. 4 are shown in Fig. 4. From (n) = 16 (u) (∈Rmp(T ); u∈V ) in Table
1 and the de7nition of (r)-version MPR-poset, we see that (n)-version MPR-poset
shown in Fig. 4(a) is order-isomorphic to the usual MPR-poset. Furthermore, we have
(Rmp(T );6(n)) = (Rmp(T );6(r)) for r= l; h and o. We also see that (k)-version
MPR-poset shown in Fig. 4(b) is dual order-isomorphic to the usual MPR-poset. Fur-
thermore, we have (Rmp(T );6(k)) = (Rmp(T );6(r)) for r = m; j and i. Note that
there can exist a (r)-version MPR-poset which is neither order-isomorphic nor dual
order-isomorphic to the usual MPR-poset, as shown in Fig. 4(c).
4. Theorems
We 7rst give a basic lemma used to show the inclusion relations between MPR-sets
Su and median intervals I(v) having the parent–child relation u → v.
Lemma 1. Let {Ii | i∈ [m]} be any family of closed intervals in  and J denote
med〈Ii: i∈ [m]〉. Then for any interval I of {Ii | i∈ [m]}, the following are the only
cases possible.
(1) max J6min I .
(2) min I6min J and max J6max I .
(3) max I6min J .
Proof. Let I ∩ J be nonempty and nonsingleton, I − J and J − I be nonempty. Then it
contradicts J =med〈Ii: i∈ [m]〉, because the endpoints of J are two consecutive values
from the set of endpoints of the Ii, and thus no Ii can have an endpoint in the interior
of J .
Proposition 2. Let T be a rooted el-tree and I be the characteristic interval map on
T . Then for each u in the body of T and any v in V such that u → v, the following
are the only cases possible.
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(1) max Su6min I(v),
(2) min I(v)6min Su and max Su6max I(v),
(3) max I(v)6min Su.
Proof. Let p(u) be the parent of u on T . Let T (u) be a rooted tree rerooted at u on
T and I (u) be the characteristic interval map on T (u). Note that the parent p(u) of u
on T changes to a child of u on T (u). Then from the de7nitions of I (u) and I we have
med〈I (u)(v) : u → v〉=med〈I (u)(p(u)); I(v) : u → v〉
and from Corollary B
Su = I (u)(u) = med〈I (u)(v) : u → v〉
Therefore,
Su =med〈I (u)(p(u)); I(v) : u → v〉:
Then the conclusion is immediate from Lemma 1. It is direct when u is the root of
T .
We now give the key proposition in this paper, which shows the 7ve basic relations
between an element x in Sp(u) and Su|x regarding to med4〈I(v) : u → v〉.
Proposition 3. Let T be a rooted el-tree. Let u be any internal node in T and x be
any element in Sp(u). Let med4〈I(v): u → v〉 be 〈a; b; c; d〉.
(1) If x6 a then Su|x = [a; b].
(2) If a6 x6 b then Su|x = [x; b].
(3) If b6 x6 c then Su|x = {x}.
(4) If c6 x6d then Su|x = [c; x].
(5) If d6 x then Su|x = [c; d].
Proof. From the de7nitions of median intervals, Su|x and Lemma D, we have
Su | x =med〈[x; x]; I(v) : u → v〉
and
med2〈[x; x]; I(v) : u → v〉=med2〈x; x; a; b; c; d〉:
Then it is immediate from Lemma E (2).
The following shows the ordering relations between an element x in Sp(u) and ele-
ments in Su|x, in relation to I(u), and is often used in proving theorems shown later.
Proposition 4. Let T be a rooted el-tree and u be an internal node in T .
(1) If max Sp(u)6min I(u), then Su|x = {y|y∈ Su and x6y} for any x in Sp(u).
(2) If min I(u)6min Sp(u) and max Sp(u)6max I(u), then Su | x = {x} for any x in
Sp(u).
(3) If max I(u)6min Sp(u), then Su|x = {y|y∈ Su and y6 x} any x in Sp(u).
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Proof. Let med4〈I(v) : u → v〉 be 〈a; b; c; d〉. Note that I(u)= [b; c] ,i.e., min I(u)=b
and max I(u) = c. We 7rst show (1). From the assumption, we have min Sp(u)6
x6max Sp(u)6 b for any x in Sp(u). With Proposition 3(1) and (2), we also have
Su|x =
{
[a; b] if x6 a;
[x; b] if a6 x6 b
for any x in Sp(u). Then it is suNcient to examine the following three cases;
(i) min Sp(u)6 x6 a; (ii) min Sp(u)6 a6 x6 b; (iii) a6min Sp(u)6 x6 b:
Let us examine the case (i). Then from the above equation we 7rst get Su|x = [a; b].
From Theorem C and the above equation we have
Su = [min(Su |min(Sp(u)));max(Su |max(Sp(u)))]
= [min[a; b];max[max{max(Sp(u)); a}; b]]
= [a; b]:
With this and x6 a, we secondly get {y|y∈ Su and x6y} = [a; b]. Thus the proof
for the case (i) is complete. Let us examine the case (ii). In a similar way as the
case (i), we 7rst have Su|x= [x; b], and we secondly get {y|y∈ Su and x6y}= [x; b]
since Su = [a; b] and a6 x6 b. Thus the case (ii) is also good. For the case (iii), we
similarly have Su|x = [x; b], and {y|y∈ Su and x6y}= [x; b] since Su = [min Sp(u); b]
and min Sp(u)6 x6 b. With this, the proof for (1) is complete. (2) is direct from
Proposition 3(3). Since (3) is the dual case of (1), it is dually shown with the use of
Proposition 3(4) and (5).
We are now ready to show the 7rst main theorem in this paper.
Theorem 5. Let T be an el-tree. Then the usual MPR-poset (Rmp(T );6) is a com-
plete distributive lattice.
Proof. From Theorems F, G and Proposition H, we see that it is suNcient to show
that for any nonempty subset & of (Rmp(T );6), inf & is an MPR on T , i.e., inf&∈
(Rmp(T );6). Then we see from Theorem A that it is suNcient to show the following:
for any node u (not a leaf) in the body of an induced rooted el-tree from T :
(1) inf&(p(u))∈ Sp(u) and (2) inf&(u)∈ Su|inf &(p(u)):
We here show a more general case of (1), i.e., (1+) inf &(v)∈ Sv for any v in V . It
follows from Theorem B that Sv is a closed interval in . And also for any  in &,
(v)∈ Sv since  is an MPR on T . Then we get (1+) from the de7nition of inf &, i.e.,
inf &(v) = inf{(v)|∈&}:
We next show (2) by using Propositions 2 and 4. Let us 7rst examine the case of
Proposition 2(1) max Sp(u)6min I(u). For any MPR  in &,
(p(u))∈ Sp(u) and (u)∈ Su|(p(u)):
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Then by applying Proposition 4 (1), we have (p(u))6 (u) for any  in &. Therefore,
since inf &(p(u)) is a lower bound of {(u)|∈&} and inf &(u)=inf{(u)|∈&}, we
have inf &(p(u))6 inf &(u). And also by (1+), inf &(p(u))∈ Sp(u) and inf &(u)∈ Su.
Then with Proposition 4(1) again, we get inf &(u)∈ Su|inf &(p(u)).
Let us secondly examine the case of Proposition 2(2) Sp(u) ⊆ I(u). For any MPR
 in &, (p(u))∈ Sp(u) and (u)∈ Su|(p(u)). Then since Su|(p(u)) = {(p(u))}
from Proposition 4(2), we have (u) = (p(u)) for any  in &. Therefore, inf &(u) =
inf &(p(u)). And also since
Su|inf &(p(u)) = {inf &(p(u))}
from Proposition 4(2), we get inf &(u)∈ Su|inf &(p(u)).
Let us 7nally examine the case of Proposition 2(3) max I(u)6min Sp(u). For any
MPR  in &, (p(u))∈ Sp(u) and (u)∈ Su|(p(u)). Then by applying Proposition
4(3), we have (u)6 (p(u)) for any  in &. Therefore, since inf &(u) is a lower
bound of {(p(u))|∈&} and inf &(p(u))= inf{(p(u))|∈&}, we have inf &(u)6
inf &(p(u)). And also by (1+), inf &(p(u))∈ Sp(u) and inf &(u)∈ Su. Then with Propo-
sition 4(3), we get inf &(u)∈ Su|inf &(p(u)).
We next investigate lattice-theoretic properties of (r)-version MPR-posets. The
same framework as usual MPR-posets applies to (r)-version MPR-posets. Let us
recall that Rec(T ) is the set { :V →  } of reconstructions on an el-tree T , and
that the (r)-version ordering on  assigns a6(r) b precisely when (r)6 a6 b or
(r)¿ a¿ b on a rooted el-tree T =(Ts; r). Then the (r)-version ordering on Rec(T )
assigns 6(r) % precisely when (u)6(r) %(u) for all u in V . We call (Rec(T );6(r))
a (r)-version REC-poset.
For any nonempty subset & of Rec(T ), we de7ne a reconstruction inf (r) & on T as
follows: for any u in VH :
inf
(r)
&(u) =


inf{(u) | ∈&} ((r)6 inf{(u) | ∈&});
(r) (inf{(u) | ∈&}¡(r)¡ sup{(u) | ∈&});
sup{(u) | ∈&} (sup{(u) | ∈&}6 (r)):
Since  is a closed interval of R and (u)∈ (∈&; u∈V ), the reconstruction
inf (r) & on T is well-de7ned. Furthermore, when
(r)6 inf{(u) | ∈&} or sup{(u) | ∈&}6 (r);
we see easily from the de7nition of 6(r) that inf (r) &(u) is really the in7mum of
{(u) | ∈&} in ( ;6(r)). When
inf{(u) | ∈&}¡(r)¡ sup{(u) | ∈&}
with the de7nition of 6(r) we have inf (r) &(u) = (r)6(r) (u) for any  in &.
Assume that there exists an element x in  such that (r)¡(r) x6(r) (u) for any
 in &. On the other hand, it follows from the condition of (r) that there exist at
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least two elements  and % in & such that (u)¡(r)¡%(u). Then the element x is
incomparable with either (u) or %(u) in the ordering 6(r) since (r)¡(r) x. This
contradicts that x6(r) (u) for any  in &. Thus, inf (r) &(u) is really the in7mum
of {(u) | ∈&} in ( ;6(r)).
Therefore, we see that inf (r) & is really the in7mum (written inf (r) (&)) of & in
(Rec(T );6(r)).
We here note that by Lemma E(1), the in7mum inf (r) & is rewritten as follows:
inf (r) &(u) = median〈inf{(u) | ∈&}; sup{(u) | ∈&}; (r)〉:
When & is of any two elements  and % in Rec(T ), as previously stated in the case
of the (usual) REC-poset (Rec(T );6), inf (r) & is called the meet (written  ∧ %) of
 and % in (Rec(T );6(r)). Therefore, we obtain the following theorem.
Proposition 6. Let T be a rooted el-tree (Ts; r). Then the (r)-version REC-poset is
a lower-complete semi-lattice.
The following is the second main theorem in this paper.
Theorem 7. Let T be a rooted el-tree (Ts; r). Then the (r)-version MPR-poset is a
lower-complete semi-lattice.
Proof. One can prove in a similar way as the proof of Theorem 5. With Proposition
6, we see that it is suNcient to show that for any nonempty subset & of Rmp(T ),
inf (r) & is an MPR on T , i.e., inf (r) &∈Rmp(T ). Then we see from Theorem A that
it is suNcient to show the following; for any node u (not a leaf) in the body of T :
(1) inf (r) &(p(u))∈ Sp(u) and (2) inf (r) &(u)∈ Su | inf (r) &(p(u)):
One can show a more general case of (1), i.e., (1+) inf (r) &(v)∈ Sv for any v in V ,
by considering the de7nition of inf (r) &, since Sv is a closed interval in  and also
(v)∈ Sv for any MPR  in &.
Let us show (2) by using Propositions 2 and 4. We 7rst examine the case of Propo-
sition 2 (1) max Sp(u)6min I(u). For any MPR  in &,
(p(u))∈ Sp(u) and (u)∈ Su | (p(u)):
From Proposition 4(1), we have (p(u))6 (u) for any  in &. Then we have
inf{(p(u)) | ∈&}6 inf{(u) | ∈&}
and
sup{(p(u)) | ∈&}6 sup{(u) | ∈&}:
Therefore,
inf (r) &(p(u)) = median〈inf{(p(u)) | ∈&}; sup{(p(u)) | ∈&}; (r)〉
6median〈inf{(u) | ∈&}; sup{(u) | ∈&}; (r)〉
= inf (r) &(u):
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Thus, we have inf (r) &(p(u))6 inf (r) &(u). And also by (1+), inf (r) &(p(u))∈ Sp(u)
and inf (r) &(u)∈ Su. Then with Proposition 4(1) again, we get
inf (r) &(u)∈ Su | inf (r) &(p(u)):
Secondly, the case of Proposition 2(2) Sp(u) ⊆ I(u) is shown by considering Proposition
4(2) and the de7nition of inf (r) &, in a similar way with the proof of Theorem 5.
Finally, the case of Proposition 2(3) max I(u)6min Sp(u) is shown by considering
Proposition 4(3) and the de7nition of inf (r) &, in a similar (more exactly, dual) way
with the 7rst case of this proof.
We see from Proposition 6 that there exists the least element in any (r)-version
REC-poset, and it is obvious from the de7nitions that it is the reconstruction 0(r)
de7ned by 0(r)(u) = (r) for all u in VH . We also see from Theorem 7 that there
exists the least element inf (r) (Rmp(T )) in any (r)-version MPR-poset. Let us here
show a more concrete characterization for the least element.
Proposition 8. Let T be a rooted el-tree (Ts; r). Let us de:ne a reconstruction  on
T as follows: for each u in VH :
(u) =


min(Su) ((r)6min Su);
(r) (min Su ¡(r)¡max Su);
max(Su) ((r)¿max Su):
Then the reconstruction  is the least element of the (r)-version MPR-poset.
Proof. From the de7nitions of the reconstruction  and the partial ordering 6(r), it
follows that for any u in V , (u) de7ned above is the least element of an induced
subposet (Su;6(r)) in the poset ( ;6(r)). Then since %(u)∈ Su for any MPR % on
T and any u in V , we have 6(r) % for any MPR % on T . Therefore, it is suNcient
to show that the reconstruction  is an MPR on T . That is shown by the routine often
used before. It is immediate from the de7nition of  that (v)∈ Sv for any v in V .
Let us now show (u)∈ Su | (p(u)) for any node u (not a leaf) in the body of T , by
using Propositions 2 and 4. We 7rst note that with Lemma E the reconstruction  is
rewritten as follows: for each u in VH :
(u) = median〈min Su;max Su; (r)〉
We now examine the case of Proposition 2(1) max Sp(u)6min I(u). Since min Sp(u) ∈
Sp(u), min Su ∈ Su, max Sp(u) ∈ Sp(u), and max Su ∈ Su are obvious, by Proposition 4(1)
and Theorem C we have
min Sp(u)6min Su and max Sp(u)6max Su:
Therefore,
(p(u)) = median〈min Sp(u);max Sp(u); (r)〉
6median〈min Su;max Su; (r)〉
= (u):
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Fig. 5. The subposets (Su;6(p)).
Fig. 6. 〈(r)〉min on (Ta; p).
Thus, we have (p(u))6 (u). Then since (p(u))∈ Sp(u) and (u)∈ Su, by Proposi-
tion 4(1) again, we get (u)∈ Su | (p(u)). In a similar way, one can easily check the
other cases, i.e., the case of Proposition 4(2) Sp(u) ⊆ I(u) with Proposition 4(2), and
the case of Proposition 2(3) max I(u)6min Sp(u) with Proposition 4(3).
The particular reconstruction  de7ned in Proposition 8 is written as 〈(r)〉min . We here
show some examples for the least element 〈(r)〉min . Let the el-tree T in Fig. 1 be rooted
at p. Then from the MPR-sets in Fig. 3, we obtain the subposets (Su;6(p)) shown
in Fig. 5, and the least element 〈(p)〉min is shown in Fig. 6, with the rooted el-tree
T = (Ta; p). We also see that 
〈(p)〉
min is really equal to 7 in Rmp(T ) shown in Table
1, i.e, the least element of the (r)-version MPR-poset (Rmp(T );6(p)) shown in
Fig. 4(c).
We see from Fig. 4(c) that there is not necessarily the greatest element in a (r)-
version MPR-poset, that is, a (r)-version MPR-poset is not necessarily a complete
distributive lattice, and so we here examine the lattice-theoretic properties on intervals
of any (r)-version MPR-poset. First of all, we examine the properties on intervals of
any (r)-version REC-poset.
Let
[; %] = {'∈Rec(T ) | 6(r) '6(r) %}
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for any  and % in Rec(T ) such that 6(r) %. Then the induced subposet ([; %];
6(r)) of (Rec(T );6(r)) is called a (r)-version interval in the (r)-version REC-
poset. Note that for any u in VH , only (r)6 (u)6 %(u) or %(u)6 (u)6 (u)
is possible, because if there exists some u in VH such that (u)¡(r)¡%(u) (or
%(u)¡(r)¡(u)) then (u) and %(u) are to be incomparable regarding 6(r),
which contradicts 6(r) %. Therefore, in this case, the de7nition of the reconstruction
inf (r) & on T for any nonempty subset & of Rec(T ), as previously stated, is reduced
to the following; for any nonempty subset & of [; %] and any u in VH :
inf (r) &(u) =
{
inf{'(u) | '∈&} ((r)6 inf{'(u) | '∈&});
sup{'(u) | '∈&} (sup{'(u) | '∈&}6 (r)):
Since (u)6(r) inf (r) &(u)6(r) %(u) for any u in VH , the reconstruction inf (r) & on
T is well-de7ned in the (r)-version interval ([; %]; 6(r)). We also see easily from
the de7nition that inf (r) & is really the in7mum of & in the (r)-version interval. On
the other hand, since ([; %];6(r)) has the greatest element %, we see with Theorem
G that the supremum sup(r) (&) for any nonempty subset & of [; %] is in the interval
poset ([; %];6(r)). The supremum is really given as follows: for any u in VH ;
sup
(r)
&(u) =
{
sup{'(u) | '∈&} ((r)6 inf{'(u) | '∈&});
inf{'(u) | '∈&} (sup{'(u) | '∈&}6 (r)):
Furthermore, when & is of any two elements in [; %], inf (r) & is to be the meet(∧)
of the two elements, which is really the minimum of the two elements on 6(r), and
sup(r) & is the join(∨) of the two elements, which is really the maximum of the two
elements on 6(r). Then we see easily that the distributive laws on the lattice-theoretic
operations hold in ([; %];6(r)). Thus, we have the following.
Proposition 9. Let T be a rooted el-tree (Ts; r). Then any interval poset ([; %];6(r))
in (Rec(T ); 6(r)) is a complete distributive lattice.
The following is the third main theorem in this paper.
Theorem 10. Let T be a rooted el-tree (Ts; r). Then any interval poset ([; %]; 6(r))
in (Rmp(T ); 6(r)) is a complete distributive lattice.
Proof. From Theorem G and Proposition 9, we see that it is suNcient to show that
for any nonempty subset & of [; %], inf (r) & is an MPR on T , i.e., inf (r) &∈ [; %].
That is shown by the routine often used before. That is, it can be proved in a similar
way as the proof of Theorem 7.
5. On some possible applications
Direct applications of the obtained theorems have not been found yet, but we here
discuss and mention some possible directions for applications. One is from an algo-
rithmic point of view and another is from a phylogenetic point of view.
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5.1. Many MPRs, but ACCTRANs and DELTRANs
Theorem A (the fundamental theorem on the 7rst MPR problem) in Section 2 is a
qualitative expression of Theorem 1 (Theorem 3(ii)) in [3], which shows the necessary
and suNcient condition for a reconstruction on T to be an MPR on T . By the clear
two-pass algorithm based on the theorem, all MPRs on a given el-tree T are recursively
generated. For details see [3,9]. But generally even if  is equal to the set N of integers,
there are many cases when an el-tree has exponentially many MPRs for the number of
the nodes (see Proposition 2 in [3]). Therefore, a few MPRs which are phylogenetically
considered to be more meaningful, have been particularly investigated.
For example, the two particular reconstructions are here reviewed. The 7rst one is the
ACCTRAN reconstruction which originated with Farris [2]. The name “ACCTRAN”
results from “accelerated transformation”, which means that character state changes are
accelerated as far as possible with respect to the speci7c root; this property is reIected
in reversals of earlier changes in the same lineage than in parallel changes in diHerent
lineages (see [13]). The mathematical formulation of ACCTRAN reconstructions is
given in [11] as follows. Let a; b and c be elements in . Then we denote the median
point of a; b and c by median〈a; b; c〉. Let I be the characteristic interval map on a
rooted el-tree T = (Ts; r). Then we de7ne a reconstruction ACT on T recursively from
the root r to leaves: for each node u in the body of T ,
ACT(u) = median〈ACT(p(u));min I(u);max I(u)〉:
This reconstruction ACT is called the ACCTRAN reconstruction. Therefore, two re-
markable properties are shown in [8,11]. One shows that the ACCTRAN reconstruction
on a rooted el-tree is the unique MPR on the tree for which the lengths of all subtrees
are minimized, that is, the subtree-complete maximum-parsimonity of ACCTRANs.
Another shows the extremal property of ACCTRAN reconstructions, that is, the ACC-
TRAN reconstruction on a rooted el-tree takes only the maximum or minimum of the
MPR-set Su for each node u.
The second one is the DELTRAN reconstruction which was proposed by SwoHord
and Maddison [13]. The name “DELTRAN” results from “delayed transformation”,
which means that character state changes are postponed as long as possible with respect
to the speci7c root. Biological implications are that DELTRAN minimizes reversal
and maximizes convergence whereas ACCTRAN maximizes reversal and minimizes
convergence (see [13,14]). The mathematical formulation of DELTRAN reconstructions
is given in [6] as follows. A reconstruction DET on T is recursively de7ned from the
root r to leaves: for each node u in the body of T ,
DET(u) = median〈DET(p(u));min Su;max Su〉:
This reconstruction DET is called the DELTRAN reconstruction.
5.2. Locations of ACCTRAN and DELTRAN in a MPR-poset
On the other hand, Minaka [4] has introduced the usual partial ordering on the set of
all possible MPRs on a phylogenetic tree, in order to investigate the order-relationships
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among the MPRs. The partially ordered set was called a MPR-poset or Minaka poset.
which is called a usual MPR-poset in this paper.
First, Narushima and Misheva [11] answer whether there exists a unique greatest
element (or a unique least element) in the MPR-poset or not, that is, the existence is
shown in Proposition H (Proposition 5 of [11]).
Secondly, motivated by a problem in Minaka [4] “where the ACCTRAN is located in
the MPR-poset”, Narushima and Misheva [11] and Narushima [8] show some conditions
for the ACCTRAN to be the greatest element in the MPR-poset. For example, one of
the theorems states that if each ancestral character-state under the ACCTRAN on a
rooted el-tree is monotonically increasing from the root to the most recent ancestors,
then the ACCTRAN is the greatest element of the MPR-poset (the dual case also
holds).
Thirdly, Miyakawa and Narushima [6] show some relationships between ACCTRAN
reconstructions and DELTRAN reconstructions. One is the contrastive relationship be-
tween the character-state monotonicity of each path from the root to any node on the
ACCTRAN reconstruction and that on the DELTRAN reconstruction. Another is the
following. Let T be an el-tree. If there exists an endnode r such that ACT = DET on
T = (Ts; r) then |Rmp(T ) |= 1.
Thus we see that the character-state monotonicity of the ACCTRAN or the DEL-
TRAN inIuences their position in the MPR-poset.
5.3. Minaka conjectures and the meaning
From a phylogenetic point of view, Minaka [5] has introduced a new partial ordering
on the MPRs, which depends on the character-state of a speci7ed root of a given el-tree.
The partial ordering is called “be ancestral to” in [5]. In Section 3, we have 7rst given
the mathematical formulation of the ordering stated in [5], which we call a (r)-version
ordering, and then de7ned a new partially ordered set induced by the ordering, which
we call a (r)-version MPR-poset. Note that we call the previous MPR-poset by the
usual MPR-poset to avoid ambiguity.
Minaka [5] has conjectured from a special example that “DELTRAN is always the
unique least element of a (r)-version MPR-poset” and that “ACCTRAN is a maximum
(but not always the greatest) element of a (r)-version MPR-poset”. The 7rst conjecture
implies that any (r)-version MPR-poset always forms a lower semi-lattice whose least
element is DELTRAN. The second conjecture means that to be a maximum element
of a (r)-version MPR-poset is the necessary condition for ACCTRAN.
We see easily that these conjectures do not always hold. For example, the ACCTRAN
reconstruction A for a rooted el-tree T=(Ta; p) of the el-tree T in Fig. 1 is 9 in Table
1, which is not a maximum element of the (p)-version MPR-poset (Rmp(T );6(p))
shown in Fig. 4(c).
We see that the DELTRAN reconstruction DETc for any rooted el-tree T = (Ts; r)
of the el-tree T in Fig. 1 is 1, 9 or 7 (shown in Figs. 4 and 6), each of which
is the least element of the corresponding (r)-version MPR-poset. But we have the
following counter examples. The DELTRAN reconstruction DET for a rooted el-tree
T = (Tc; k) of the el-tree T in Fig. 7 is 2 in Table 2, which is not the least element
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Fig. 7. An undirected el-tree.
Table 2
Rmp(T )
 u
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
2 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
3 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
4 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
5 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
6 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
7 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
8 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
Fig. 8. (Rmp(T );6(k)).
of the (k)-version MPR-poset (Rmp(T );6(k)) shown in Fig. 8. Also note that the
ACCTRAN for T = (Tc; k) is 7 in Table 2, which is not a maximum element of
(Rmp(T );6(k)). In this example, other (r)-version MPR-poset is only the dual-order
case (Fig. 9).
Thus the conjectures do not always hold. Nevertheless, it is worth mentioning that
the conjectures suggested that the study of MPR-posets is of importance for a deep
understanding of ACCTRANs, DELTRANs and other MPRs.
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Fig. 9. All MPR-sets on T .
5.4. More general invariants of MPRs and meanings of the theorems
In other words, we may say that by the study of MPR-posets we can know more
general invariants of MPRs.
Firstly we may say that the extremal property of MPR-posets, that is, the existence
of a minimal element in either the standard or (r)-version may have a meaning in
phylogeny. Because it shows that the smallest (or closest to (r)) possible value for
all intermediate nodes (ancestors in the tree) can be achieved simultaneously. A similar
meaning may have the existence of a maximal element. The minimal element in the
MPR-poset is the reconstruction in which the characteristic of each ancestor is as close
as possible to the characteristic of a selected species r; this is important because (r)
represents an observed species, not merely a number.
Right then, what meanings have that MPRs are closed under the lattice-theoretic
operations such that the supremum (join) or the in7mum (meet)? It shows that any
subset of MPRs has the supremum (maximal element) or the in7mum (minimal ele-
ment), and then that the locally smallest (largest) possible value for all intermediate
nodes (ancestors in the tree) can be achieved simultaneously. That is to say, it means
that Wagner Parsimony (the principle of maximum parsimony) in phylogeny is consis-
tent with the lattice-theoretic operations. In an application, the consistency is especially
important when one considers a subset of MPRs which is meaningful in phylogeny,
for example, ACCTRANs, DELTRANs and so on. Then secondly we may say that it
enables the study of Wagner Parsimony from a lattice-theoretic point of view and it
gives us a new powerful tool of mathematics for the principle of maximum parsimony
in phylogeny.
We next show an important example for the 7nite case of the above. First let us
recall the fundamental theorem for 7nite distributive lattices. We use the necessary
notations, de7nitions and theorems from Chapter 3 in [12]. An anti-chain is a subset
A of a poset P such that any two distinct elements of A are incomparable. An order
ideal of P is a subset I of P such that if x∈ I and y6 x, then y∈ I . When P is 7nite,
there is a one to one correspondence between anti-chains A of P and order ideals I .
Namely, A is the set of maximal elements of I , while
I = {x∈P: x6y for some y∈A}:
Then we say that A generates I . If A={x1; : : : ; xk}, then we write I=〈x1; : : : ; xk〉 for the
order ideal generated by A. The order ideal 〈x〉 is the principle order ideal generated
by x. The set of all order ideals of P, ordered by inclusion, forms a poset denoted
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Fig. 10. The poset P.
J (P). The poset J (P) of order ideals of the posets P actually forms a lattice. The
lattice operations ∨ (join) and ∧ (meet) on order ideals are just ordinary union ∪ and
intersection ∩ (as subsets of P). Since we see easily that the union and intersection
of order ideals is again an order ideal, it follows from the well-known distributivity of
set union and intersection over one another that J (P) is indeed a distributive lattice.
The fundamental theorem for 7nite distributive lattices states that the converse is true
when P is 7nite.
Theorem I. Let L be a :nite distributive lattice. Then there is a unique (up to iso-
morphism) :nite poset P for which L is lattice-isomorphic to J (P).
To show what P in Theorem I is, we give the following key concept. An element
x (which is not the least element) of a lattice L is said to be join-irreducible if one
cannot write x = y ∨ z where y¡x and z¡x. The poset P in Theorem I is actually
the subposet of join-irreducibles of L. Furthermore, an order ideal of the 7nite poset P
is join-irreducible in J (P) if and only if it is a principal order ideal of P. Hence there
is a one-to-one correspondence between the join-irreducibles of J (P) and the elements
of P.
Let us illustrate the above by using the (n)-version MPR-poset (Rmp(T );6(n))
shown in Fig. 4(a). Let L=(Rmp(T );6(n)). We 7rst see that the join-irreducibles in
L are 2, 3, 4, 6 and 7. Note that 1 is the least element of L, and 5 = 3 ∨ 4,
8 = 3 ∨ 7, 9 = 6 ∨ 7 and therefore 1; 5; 8 and 9 are not join-irreducibles. The
poset P, i.e., the subposet of join-irreducibles is shown in Fig. 10, and furthermore the
distributive lattice (J (P);∩;∪) is shown in Fig. 11, which is lattice-isomorphic to L.
We also show the poset (written PI) of principal order ideals of P, i.e., the subposet of
join-irreducibles of J (P) in Fig. 12. Then we also see easily that there is a one-to-one
correspondence between the join-irreducibles of J (P), i.e., the principle order ideals of
P and the elements of P. We also note that the join-irreducibles in the (k)-version
MPR-poset (Rmp(T );6(k)) shown in Fig. 8 are 2, 3 and 4, i.e., the atoms.
It is important that the join-irreducibles and the least element of L are the generators
of L, i.e., any join-reducible element of L is generated by the lattice-theoretic operation
“join” for some join-irreducibles of L. This is meaningful from an algorithmic point of
view. For the two-pass algorithm based on Theorem A is enumerative but the algorithm
on Theorem I is algebraic. Therefore, from a phylogenetic point of view it is very
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Fig. 11. The lattice (J (P);∪;∩).
Fig. 12. The Poset PI .
important for us to characterize join-irreducibles of any (r)-version MPR-lattice L or
join-irreducibles of the lattice J (P), i.e., principal order ideals of the poset P. We hope
that a new study of Wagner Parsimony in phylogeny will start from our paper.
We 7nally give some remarks. It is easily shown that the results in this paper are
naturally generalized to the multi-character case for an el-tree. One also sees easily
that an MPR-lattice is not always a complemented lattice.
In a later paper, we investigate in detail the set Rmp(T ) for  = R and the
order-theoretic structures of a (r)-version MPR-poset. We particularly give some
characterizations of maximal elements in that poset and then a necessary and suN-
cient condition for that poset to have the greatest element, i.e., to be a complete dis-
tributive lattice. We also give a more important characterization of join-irreducibles
of any (r)-version MPR-lattice L or principal order ideals of the subposet P of
join-irreducibles of L.
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